emergence of capital breeding, in which reproduction is financed from stored energetic capital rather than by reliance on concurrent energy acquisition (which, by contrast, is referred to as 'income breeding') [15] . Diet might thus be expected to play a role in the consistency of reproductive output and the contrasting phenomenon of yearskipping [16] . Buffering against chance is linked to the benefits of food-sharing in social mammals [17] and has also been invoked in the context of alloparenting within human hunter-gatherer societies [18] . As such, diet and predictability of resources are likely to have played a strong role in the evolution and maintenance of sociality.
The link between diet and luck highlighted by Wilson and colleagues [7] also adds an additional level of interest to the dietary choices of animals. Standard models of diet choice focus on the 'profitability' of prey (its energy content divided by the time taken to subdue it, if necessary, and ingest it) and show that it is the mean rate of encounter with more profitable prey that determines whether less profitable prey will be incorporated into the diet [19] . Wilson and colleagues [7] show that variance in encounter rate could also be highly influential. The obvious implication is that, when the most profitable prey are of high energetic value but relatively rare, consideration of variance in encounter rates would suggest that foragers could buffer against that by adopting a generalist diet -even where mean encounter rates, alone, would suggest that a specialist diet would be optimal.
Clearly, the range of phenomena that could be linked to the relationship between diet, luck and variance is broad. The findings of Wilson and colleagues [7] and their presentation of not only a theoretical framework, but also hardbought empirical data, should prompt renewed interest in this field. More empirical data on a wider range of species could enable advances in relation to a broad range of biological questions. [2] begin to cast (optogenetic) light on and (chemogenetically) unlock specific nodes in the brain that process and coordinate the harmonization between sleep-wake states and food consumption.
Beside our own personal experiences linking these homeostatic systems in maximizing our daily survival, or at the very least our well-being, animal studies have convincingly demonstrated this relationship. Food deprivation enhances the time spent in wakefulness and sleep fragmentation while abrogating both non-rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep [3] [4] [5] . Conversely, hunger levels govern sleep architecture as appetite-stimulating factors promote wakefulness and arousal, while anorectic hormones support and maintain sleep [6] . To ensure survival, animals must prudently weigh behavioral choices to satisfy homeostatic demand. Sleep and eating are evolutionarily conserved behavioral states that lead to adverse and often fatal consequences if not judiciously modulated. However, across species and time, sacrifice of one of these systems was necessary to meet the requirement of the other. For example, long hunts for scarce prey to secure the necessary calories to live often disrupted normal sleep patterns leading to future cognition deficits. However, beyond our simple understanding that it's in our best interest to prioritize and enact sleep or eating based on need, the specific neurons and circuits regulating these responses have only now begun to be examined.
Goldstein et al. focused on canonical cell types that sense caloric information and orchestrate feeding behavior. Neurons residing in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus (ARC) marked by the expression of Agouti-related peptide (AgRP) and pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) respond acutely to caloric substrates and bidirectionally control food intake and energy balance [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . They selectively targeted the lightresponsive, activating protein channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) to ARC AgRP neurons in mice with simultaneous electroencephalogram-electromyogram (EEG-EMG) implants, and found that 5 or 10, but not 1, Hz frequency stimulation in sated animals augmented wakefulness and disrupted sleep integrity comparable to that observed in the 24-hour food-deprived condition. In particular, polysomnographic recordings revealed ARC AgRP -mediated increases in the total duration spent awake and the length of wake episodes accompanied by a complementary decrease in the total time in NREM sleep and length of NREM sleep episodes. Moreover, 5 or 10 Hz frequency optogenetic activation, mirroring ARC AgRP physiological activity during bouts of hunger [11] , elevated the incidence of microarousal events during NREM sleep. Analysis of the EEG spectra during photostimulation revealed diminished delta power during wakefulness and NREM sleep and amplified theta power during the former. Acute ARC AgRP activation triggered a decline in the latency to both the first microarousal event and the transition to wakefulness from NREM sleep, establishing the capacity of this population to perturb sleep stability.
Remarkably, the authors reported that just a brief two-hour refeeding period was sufficient to reset the natural sleep structure of food-deprived mice, further demonstrating the demand for calories in shaping arousal state. The authors then used chemogenetics to trick the brain of the animal into thinking it was in a calorically replete state when in fact mice had been deprived of food for 24 hours. Acutely silencing ARC AgRP neurons or stimulating ARC POMC neurons, manipulations that result in attenuated feeding, rescued sleep integrity in hungry animals, heightening total episodes and duration of NREM sleep while curtailing total time awake and the frequency of microarousals during NREM sleep. And just as the motivation for food disturbed sleep composition, the authors also found that, conversely, forced sleep deprivation durably suppressed wakefulness and appetite in both physiological and artificially induced hungry animals.
ARC AgRP neurons project to a number of downstream sites that direct food consumption and/or arousal, including the paraventricular thalamus (PVT) and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) [13, 14] . In this issue, Hua et al., identify a limbic circuit modulating starvation-evoked arousal that acts to bridge the discord between sleep and hunger. Combining single-unit electrophysiology recordings with EEG-EMG electrode measurements, they classified PVT neurons that exhibited altered firing properties during starvation-induced wakefulness. Reinforcing the correlation between hunger and PVT neuronal activity, similar changes in discharge rate were observed following the administration of the orexigenic hormone ghrelin.
After determining that neurons in the PVT denoted by the expression of calretinin (CR) were robustly activated during hunger states, the authors specifically transduced PVT CR neurons with ChR2 and discovered that 5 Hz photostimulation generated a rapid desynchronization of the EEG, increased EMG power and duration of wakefulness, while shortening the time spent in NREM sleep and the latency to wakefulness. Analogous to observations in the hypothalamus, chemogenetic inhibition of PVT CR cells significantly reduced wakefulness and promoted NREM sleep in 24-hour food-deprived mice. Employing both anterograde and retrograde tracers merged with Fos analyses and projection-based optogenetics, they showed that the PVT CR -BNST circuit had the capacity to modulate arousal as 5 Hz photoactivation of this explicit terminal field augmented wakefulness, abated NREM sleep and shortened latency from sleep to wakefulness compared to 1 Hz stimulation or control animals. Furthermore, selective inhibition of this PVT-BNST network decreased wakefulness and subsequently increased NREM sleep in hungry animals, recapitulating the effects observed following PVTCR soma-level silencing.
Although we've developed an appreciation for the delicate balance between energy and sleep homeostasis, satisfying these competing needs is often challenging and ultimately impacts our health. These two studies delve into the central mechanisms that prioritize sleep or feeding behavior based on need and open the floor for further research. For example, it will be insightful to determine the endogenous activity patterns of ARC AgRP and ARC POMC neurons as animals enter sleep and transition between different sleep stages. Additionally, as sleep-deprivation clearly effects natural and ARC AgRPinduced hunger, pinpointing the topdown inhibitory input required to tamp down feeding behavior and maintain sleep will be critical in our overall understanding of these pathways. Additionally, identifying networks downstream of ARC signaling that directly gate wake states will be an important future direction.
One possible site for this interface is the PVT, which receives a vast array of afferent projections from additional hypothalamic regions expressing cocaine-and amphetamine-regulated transcript, melanin-concentrating hormones and hypocretin, which are imperative for arousal [15, 16] . A simplistic model might posit signaling between ARC AgRP and PVT CR neurons; however, given the inhibitory nature of the former and the equivalent cell-typeevoked responses to sleep architecture, this communication would likely be indirect. Are the PVT CR neurons activated by fasting or ghrelin injection the same as those triggered by wakefulness? This is challenging to resolve with electrode microarrays as the wire bundle tends to shift and pick up different units over recording sessions. However, calcium imaging studies capture a visual snapshot of activity that can be compared longitudinally across time and may be able to help answer these questions. Combining these ideas, what happens to PVT CR activity following acute activation of putative upstream ARC AgRP neurons? Relatedly, do PVT CR neurons respond to key metabolic signals beyond ghrelin, such as cholecystokinin, serotonin, peptide YY and amylin as observed in interoceptive ARC AgRP neurons [17, 18] ? Finally, is the newly described PVT CR -BNST arousal-promoting circuit capable of driving food consumption and can this supersede other adaptive behavior similar to ARC AgRP neurons [19, 20] ?
There is no shortage of advice for a good night's rest from ''make sure you don't eat right before bed,'' to ''don't go to sleep on an empty stomach.'' However, like all homeostatic systems, maintaining equilibrium between sleep and eating maximizes energy efficiency and ultimately physical and mental health. The findings in these two papers adopt a neural circuitbased approach to how these behaviors interact and influence one another while leaving the light on for future experimentation.
